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Background
FTC has long kept a hard line between advertising and
editorial.
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“Advertorials”
•
•

•

Advertisements designed to look
like editorials.
In the 1980s and 1990s, FTC
began regulating advertorials as
potentially misleading (See 1983
Policy Statement on Deception).
“Consumers should be able to
tell when a message comes to
them as a paid advertisement.
Only then can they evaluate the
message critically.”1

1 https://www.ftc.gov/public-statements/1996/11/developments-consumer-protection-federal-trade-commission-achieving
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Paid Search
Results
•

•

In the early 2000s, FTC
turned its eye toward paid
search results.
In 2002, FTC declined to
take formal action against
search engines, but
recognized “the need for
clear and conspicuous
disclosures of paid [search]
placement, and in some
instances paid inclusion.”1

1 https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/closing_letters/commercial-alert-response-letter/commercialalertletter.pdf
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Sponsored
Content &
Native Ads
•
•

•

1

Ads formatted to match the
style of surrounding content.
In its December 2015 Policy
Statement on Deceptively
Formatted Ads, FTC
specifically addressed
sponsored content & native
advertising. 1
FTC paid particular attention
to misleading formatting, and
misleading source
identification.

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/896923/151222deceptiveenforcement.pdf
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FTC Historical Action
Over the years, the FTC has challenged in this area:
•
•
•
•

“advertorials” that appeared as news stories or feature articles,
direct-mail ads disguised as book reviews,
infomercials presented as regular television or radio programming,
in-person sales practices that misled consumers as to their true
nature and purpose,
• mortgage relief ads designed to look like solicitations from a
government agency,
• emails with deceptive headers that appeared to originate from a
consumer’s bank or mortgage company
• paid endorsements offered as the independent opinions of impartial
consumers or experts.
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FTC Endorsement Guides
FTC Endorsement Guides
•
•
•
•

“Advertising” includes social media
Disclose Material connections between advertiser
and influencers
Expanded liability for advertisers and endorsers
Advertiser obligated to monitor
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FTC Endorsement Guides
MATERIAL CONNECTIONS
Disclose any MATERIAL CONNECTION with
influencer
• “material connection” =
–
–

Incentives e.g. free swag, prizes, special access, privileges
Relationship with advertiser - employment

• Disclosure must Clear and Conspicuous; easily
understood; unambiguous
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FTC Endorsement Guides
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FTC Endorsement Guides
FTC v. CSGO Lotto: Sept. 2017
• Settlement with 2 influencers
• Who also owned the company
• Posted promoting “Counter-Strike: Global Offensive”
video game
• Never disclosed they actually owned the company that
produced the video game
• Also paid other influencers $2,500-$55,000 to promote
game, but contractually prohibited influencers from
saying anything negative about it
• Same Day: FTC announced having sent 21 influencers
warning letters for failing to disclose material
connections.
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Influencer & Endorser Policy Guidance
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FTC Complaint
against PR firm
Creaxion
Corporation and
specialty sports
magazine publisher
Inside Publications

Endorsements did not disclose
Carly Patterson or Jake Dalton’s
paid promotional relationship
with HealthPro
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Short form disclosure options: #Paid, #Sponsor,
#Ad, #FITOrganicPartner, #FITOrganic Ambassador
Plain language disclosure options: “I’ve partnered
with FIT Organic to . . .” “So excited to work with FIT
Organic on . . .” “Proud to be a part of the most
recent FIT Organic campaign . . .”
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Inside Publications posted and reposted
statements on social media about FIT Organic
Mosquito Repellent, primarily through its
Inside Gymnastics accounts.
Inside Publications did not disclose the
spokespersons’ paid promotional relationships
with HealthPro or that its own statements
were paid commercial advertising.
Short form disclosures: #paid, #sponsor, #ad
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Inside Gymnastics magazine
published articles referring to FIT
Organic Mosquito Repellent.
The articles did not disclose they
were paid commercial
advertising.
Disclosure options if the
advertiser created the content:
“Paid Advertisement,”
“Advertisement”
Disclosure options if the
advertiser funded but did not
create the content: “Sponsored
by FIT Organic,” “Brought to you
by FIT Organic,”
“Made possible by FIT Organic”
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Creaxion conducted an online
consumer review program that
reimbursed individuals, including
Creaxion employees, for purchasing FIT
Organic Mosquito Repellent and posting
online reviews.
Reviews did not disclose that the
reviewers were reimbursed for buying
the product or the reviewers’
relationships to the PR and marketing
company hired to promote the product.
Short form disclosure options:
#FitOrganicEmployee, #lovemyjob AND
#Got4Free, #FreeProduct, #Free
Plain language disclosure options:
“I’d buy this spray even if I didn’t work
for FIT Organic and got to try the
product for free,” “So proud to work on a
brand that . . . and lets me try the
product for free,” “My company makes
this great product . . .”
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In regard to the placement of #cirocpartner,
the FTC has said that placing a disclosure
so far down in the caption of an Instagram
post — in this case, on the sixth line — is
easy to miss and unlikely to cut it. The
disclosure does not even appear without
clicking “more.”
“Family business!!!” – sufficient disclosure?

TINA.org letter to the FTC asking them to
investigate Diageo’s use of influencers to
market Ciroc Vodka on Instagram.
How often do third party complaints result
in regulatory activity at the FTC?
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DJ Khaled and Floyd Mayweather Jr. settled with
SEC – alleged violation of the anti-touting
provision of the federal securities laws.
Failed to tell their social media followers that they
received money for promoting investments in
Initial Coin offerings (“ICOs”).

Examples:
• DJ Khaled received a $50,000 payment referring to
Centra’s ICO as a “Game changer” on various social
media accounts.
• Mayweather received a $300,000 payment tweeting that
Centra’s ICO “starts in a few hours. Get yours before
they sell out, I got mine . . .”
• Mayweather allegedly failed to disclose his relationship
with two other ICOs that paid him $200,000 for posts
such as, “You can call me Floyd Crypto Mayweather
from now on.”
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Advertisers using CGI influencer posts should
ensure that the posts are clearly identifiable
as advertising.
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Blurring of Ads and Content
in the Kids’ Space
• Kids can’t differentiate between programs and
commercials…
• Birth of KIDVID
• FCC requires separations between programs and ads
• FTC requires clear and conspicuous disclosures in
advertising
• Enforced by Children’s Advertising Review Unit (CARU),
self-regulatory industry watchdog
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FTC Disclosures in Sponsored Content,
Advertising, Social Influencers
•
•
•
•

Persistent visual ad-marking
Bookend with sponsorship messaging
Unboxing disclosures - CARU EvanTube Case
Social influencers with kid followers
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Persistent Visual Ad-Marking
Internal Bumper

Nick.com
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Persistent Visual Ad-Marking

Nick Jr. YouTube
(Ad-Marked throughout)

Nick YouTube
(Ad-Marked throughout)
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Bookend Sponsorship Messages

Influencer: Jojo Siwa

Pikmi Pops Sponsorship
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YouTube Videos ─ Unboxing

EvanTubeHD

EvanTubeHD

Disney LEGO without
Sponsorship Disclosure

Mattel Sponsorship Disclosure
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YouTube Social Influencers

Influencers: Eh Bee Family

Influencers: Ariel “Baby” Martin & Daniel Skye

Influencers: Eh Bee Family
Chrysler Sponsorship Disclosure

Journeys and Converse
Sponsorship Disclosure
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FTC is on the Case
Influencers receiving FTC Warning letters in 2017
1. Naomi Campbell
2. Lindsay Lohan
3. Vanessa Hudgens
4. Snooki (Nicole Polizzi)
5. Sofia Vergara
6. Amber Rose
7. Scott Disick
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Advertiser Obligations per the FTC
Advertiser obligations:
• Educate influencers about disclosure req’s
• Educate employees/agents
• Require disclosure by influencers
–

“If you choose to review or share this product please be sure to
disclose that it was provided to you by the company.”

• Monitor disclosures
–

Remind and cut off if no compliance
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Advertiser Obligations per the FTC
FTC says “Everybody knows….” is not true.
FTC says DON’T assume platform disclosure tool is sufficient (e.g.
Instagram).
FTC DOES NOT LIKE ambiguous disclosures:
#thanks; #collab; #sp; #spon; #ambassador
FTC says Don’t rely on disclosures only seen if user clicks “more…”
Claim Substantiation concerns still relevant.
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Advertiser Obligations per the FTC
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